U-ZIP-IT Anti-Exposure Dry Suit
Sizing Form
Protecting Aviators Since 1920
www.switlik.com
PART NUMBER
S-3320-X1Y
S-3320-X2Y
S-3320-X3Y
S-3320-X4Y
S-3320-X5Y
S-3320-X6Y
S-3320-X7Y

Tel. (609) 587-3300

Name/Company/Unit:

SIZE
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

_______________________________
Customer Order Info – Use Chart Below
Sex (circle) – M or F
Suit Size:
_____________
Sitting Inseam:
_____________

COLOR SELECTION (CIRCLE ONE)

ORANGE SAGE GREEN BLACK
To Find Your Size Use the Chart Below
ORDER SIZE
Chest
Hip
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

Less than 33”
33-38”
38-42”
42-46”
46-50”
50-54”
54-58”

30-36”
33-39”
36-42”
39-45”
42-48”
46-52”
50-56”

Flight Boot Size*:

__________

PLEASE NOTE: *Flight Boot Size in Men’s Whole Sizes Only.
Sitting Inseam
Range

Sleeve

Weight

Height

32-41 ½”
32-41 ½”
32-41 ½”
33-42 ½”
34-42 ½”
34-42 ½”
34 ½-42 ½”

32”
33”
34”
36”
37”
38”
39”

100-125 lb.
115-150 lb.
140-175 lb.
165-200 lb.
190-225 lb.
215-260 lb.
250-295 lb.

5’ - 5’ 8”
5’ 1” - 5’ 9”
5’ 2” - 5’ 10”
5’ 6” - 6’ 1”
5’ 7” - 6’ 3”
5’ 9” - 6’ 5”
5’ 10 – 6’ 7”

__________ ____________ _________ _____________ ________ ___________ ________________
1)
2)
3)
4)

Indicate appropriate size in the lines above.
Choose size (XS-XXXL) by LARGEST of Chest or Hip size.
After identifying size, complete order form above noting Size, Sitting Inseam, and Shoe Size for a semi-custom fit.
Choose Color by circling your selection above.

How to Measure:
Chest/Bust: For chest, measure just under arms and across shoulder blades holding the tape firmly and level. For bust, measure at
the fullest point of the bust.
Hip: Measure around the fullest point of the seat while standing.
Sitting Inseam: While seated, measure from the crotch to the middle of the inside of the knee (note measurement). Then measure
from the middle of the inside of the knee to the floor (note measurement). Add both measurements for complete “Sitting Inseam
Measurement”.
Sleeve Length: With arm relaxed at side and slightly bent, measure from the center back neck, over point of shoulder, down outside
of arm to wrist.

Neck and Wrist Seals are cut to fit by wearer. Instructions are included in the Owner’s Manuel shipped with the U-Zip-It Suit.
Size 0 Neck or Wrist Seals are available for very small neck or wrist sizes. Please indicate if needed.
U-Zip-It Suit is designed to be worn with fleece undergarments (Long Johns).
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How to Measure:
The U-Zip-It Suit is designed to be worn with fleece undergarments (Long Johns). All
measurements should be made while wearing all clothing that will be worn under the
suit.

Chest / Bust: For chest, measure just under arms and across shoulder blades holding the tape firmly and
level. For bust, measure at the fullest point of the bust.
Hip: Measure around the fullest point of the seat while standing.

Sitting Inseam: While seated, measure from the crotch to the middle of the inside of the knee
(note measurement). Then measure from middle of the inside of the knee to the floor (note
measurement). Measurement should be made without shoes. Add both measurements for
complete “Sitting Inseam Measurement”.

Sleeve Length: With arm relaxed at side
and slightly bent, measure from the
center back neck, over point of shoulder,
down outside of arm to wrist.

Neck Size:
This measurement is not a shirt size! The neck
measurement must be taken at the most narrow area of your neck, directly on
your skin.

The standard U-Zip-It suit comes with a latex neck seal which is cut to fit by the wearer. Instructions
Are included in the Owner’s Manual shipped with the U-Zip-It Suit. Take care not to over-trim!

Wrist Size: Measure your wrist at the thinnest part. The wrist
seals are cut to fit by wearer. Instructions are included in the
Owner’s Manual shipped with the U-Zip-It Suit. Take care not
to over-trim!

